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Memoirs of a Terrorist reveals the true inside story of the life and mindset of a radical muslim
terrorist who finally came to renounce his murderous mission and embrace freedom. Some radical
Muslims believe that non-Muslims who refuse to convert must die. Memoirs of a Terrorist is the true
account of the life of such a terrorist who has since renounced his deadly participation in jihad, or
â€œholy war.â€• His memoir conveys an urgent message to Americans to wake up to the dangers of
the terrorists who are still executing their harmful and destructive schemes.Kamal Saleem was born
under a different name into a Sunni Muslim family in Lebanon. From a young age he was taught that
the loftiest accomplishment he could achieve in life was to be martyred while killing infidels, namely
Christians, Jews, and Americans. At age seven, he was recruited by the Muslim Brotherhood and
entered an assault camp where members of al-Assifa, the armed branch of Fatah, trained for terror
missions against Israel. After years of training, Saleem operatedin successful terror campaigns
funded by the Muslim Brotherhood, the Palestinian Liberation Organization, and wealthy oil sheikhs.
He infiltrated the United States with the sole purpose of converting others to radical Islam.However,
a life-changing event caused him to reevaluate his worldview. Kamal came to know three kind
Christian men, and through them he saw the love of Godâ€”eventually coming to know their God as
well. As a result of their love andsacrificial giving, Kamal acknowledged his need for Christ as
Savior. Memoirs of a Terrorist is his riveting story that attests to the power of love and freedom.
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"The Blood of Lambs" is a gut-wrenching autobiography by former terrorist Kamal Saleem (not his

real name). With the assistance of Lynn Vincent, the memoir of this former terrorist's road from
horrific existence to redemption is graphically laid out for the reader, offering understanding into how
a terrorist is manufactured by an aggressive culture. A review on the cover calls this a riveting read,
and it certainly is! Saleem recounts his experiences from the tender age of FOUR YEARS OLD that
led to his becoming a feared Islamic warrior. Now, his calling is to courageously defend America
and awaken the people of the land he loves to awareness of the terrorist threat with which he used
to be affiliated. This is an engrossing and shocking read that is bound to change the reader's
perspective on our world.This is an emotional, engrossing and educational read.

I wouldn't call this an enjoyable read; not because it wasn't a good book. But rather it was very
scary to read. It makes you face the truth of what is going on right under our very noses here in
America.You are led to understand why these terriorists behave the way they do. They are born and
raised to hate the "infidels". If these "infidels" are killed you will get to (what they consider to be)
heaven.It is sad to take small children and raise them to believe in hatred of others; to have them
believe that it is fine to kill another human being in cold blood. How sad and disturbing is that?This
book is a real eye opener as it explains why these radicals want to kill us with all of their hearts.This
is a story that is important for everyone to read. You can't go about your daily lives and not consider
what is going on around you every minute. Though you can't live your life in fear, you must certainly
keep your eyes open.Thank you to the author for coming forward at his own peril and at the peril of
his family members, to educate Americans about this very real danger. This story is very
compelling.

This book is an eye opening account of a young man's journey through hatred and terrorism to love
and redemption. This in itself makes the book a very enjoyable read. As you follow along with his
account you will be amazed, hopefully your eyes will be opened and you will see the depth of the
hatred that radical Islam holds for us here in the west and just how far they are willing to go in order
to kill us. I would also like to thank the author for writing it; our prayers go out to you and your family.

From chapter one I couldn't put this book down except to eat and sleep. Exquisitely written,
forthright, honest, factually telling and dynamic in style and content. "Saleem" takes you inside the
mind and life of a young boy born into Islam, living in West Beirut, who at the age of 6 begins his
training and indoctrination in terrorism. Be warned, this book is blunt, detailed, and holds nothing
back. His journey progresses violently as he becomes a highly trained terrorist for the cause of

Islam where the slogan of the Muslim Brotherhood is "Allah is our objective! The Prophet is our
leader!The Koran is our law! Jihad is our way! Dying in the way of Allah is our highest hope!"-taken
from page 82. He tells of his training, where funding for the jihadists operating world wide came
from, how they carried out attacks, and what is planned for the future. Saleem reveals the tactics,
psychology and methodology of recruiting the poor and needy canvassing areas such as prisons,
university campuses, and also neighborhoods where unemployment is high and welfare abounds.
The doctrine of 'al toqiah' -lying to infidels for the sake of Islam was and is practiced. Yet for
someone who seems forever encased in terrorism and violence, a day like none other happens and
the elite hate filled terrorist comes into contact with something he cannot murder...truth. This book
will challenge and tilt the minds of certain individuals and their current held erroneous beliefs. I
highly recommend this book!!!

The Blood of Lambs is the life story of a warrior trained at his mother's knee, near the shores of
Lebanon, to wage the war that is radical Islam. Wounded during a jihad recruiting maneuver in
America, he fell helpless into the arms of strangers. He fiercely resisted and mistrusted their
kindness, but eventually the love of Jesus Christ disarmed the hate that guns and bombs could not.
The description of his ultimate moment of surrender is so real, so vivid, you will carry it in your heart
forever.Kamal Saleem (a pseudonym) is a brave man who has faced up to his past and made public
a former life devoted to death. It is a wake up call for America. We have a heart for foreigners -- but
this will be our undoing if we do not recognize our enemies and face them head-on.He asks us to
stop pretending. Many Muslims are kind and gentle people, but likely one in ten has declared war on
our way of life. We must examine the patterns of jihad and Sharia law, remaining constantly vigilant
at home and abroad. His prayer for us is that we will never meet a man like he was. Thank you for
sharing your story and your life with us, Kamal Saleem.

From the moment I opened the cover, I was captivated by the intensity of Kamal Saleem's life. This
truely reads like a movie with non stop action. It was amazing to follow his journey from darkness to
light, from evil to good. The truth that Kamal is speaking about radical Islam is eye opening and not
something covered by the main stream media. This message needs to be heard!! This is a must
read!!Rachel
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